Nice to Meet You, Mr. Cane

**Type of Sensation Play:** Impact

**Duration:** 5-10 Minutes

**Benefits:** A great way to gauge your partner's edges.

**Safety Rating:** 4

**Safety Tips:** See general cane guidelines.

**What You Need:** 2 – 5 different types or sizes of canes (You can get different size inexpensive bamboo canes at your local hardware store), optional flogger.

**Step One:** Direct your love slave onto all fours. If you feel it necessary, blindfold them so that they have no awareness of your nefarious plans. Warm up their butt with some massage, love taps and/or light flogging.

**Step Two:** Use the thuddiest cane first, meaning the biggest one with the least flexibility to lightly tap over your partner's buttocks and upper thighs. Remind them that they can use their safe word, “Yellow”, to pause and check-in, or “Red” if they need to stop. Continue tapping, very slowly increasing how hard you tap.

**Step Three:** Change to a more stingy sensation by choosing a thinner, more flexible cane. Tap on their buttocks and upper thighs, slowly increasing the intensity of the strikes.

**Step Four:** If you have a cane of a different material, play with that, providing light taps and working your way up to heavier ones. If your love slave is doing well and you are feeling particularly wicked, hold the striking end of the cane, pulling it back like a rubber band, and let it go so that it lands on your partner’s bum or upper thighs. You will need a flexible cane for this, and more than likely it will cause a welt. A little signature that you were there!

**Sex It Up Option:**
- In between steps 3 and 4, move up to your love slave, stroke your hands down their back, over their butt, to their genitals, and remind them how much you love playing with your property....or, how bad they’ve been.